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WARRANTY TERMS – BONITA 40mm

Our manufacturer endeavors to use the highest quality materials and the latest
manufacturing techniques in producing this grass product.
Tapex Pty Ltd. wholly manufactures the polypropylene yarn used in Australia from raw materials
supplied by Montell Australia and will not fade* Nor fail** due to ultra-violet degradation or
wear capacity*** for a period of 7 years from date of installation.

*Fade - shall mean that significant loss or change of colour has occurred as
distinguished from changes in texture.
** Fail - shall mean that the pile height of the face yarn of the product shall have
decreased a minimum of 50 % from the original pile height at the time of
manufacture as opposed to normal wear by physical abrasion.
*** Wear Capacity -shall mean that overall the pile height of the face yarn of the
product shall have decreased a minimum of 50% from the original pile height at
the time of manufacture provided that the installation has been carried out to the
manufacturers recommendations including the infill level of the specially graded
kiln dried sand and maintained at the proper level at all times, failure to do so may
invalidate this provision.

This warranty requires that the sub-base is of a suitable standard and is not causing material wear
or abrasion and that the recommended footwear and playing equipment is used on the surface. If
the surface is used for other than specified the warranty does not apply.
If all the above conditions are adhered to, we will repair or replace material to sufficiently cover
area of any validated claim out of current lines of equivalent quality exclusive of installation.
This warranty does not apply to product removed from the location of its original installation nor
will liability be assumed for any consequential damage, loss or expense.

